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TeV-scale MLRSM
1. The largest component of Ml ~ mτ ~ O(1) GeV
→ The largest component of MD ~ O(1) GeV
2. mν < O(0.1) eV (Planck)
→ mN > O(1010) GeV

For TeV-scale mN, we need |MDij| < O(10-3) GeV.
→ Fine-tuning in MD?

Conditions for the TeV-scale MLRSM without fine-tuning



Previous works on CLFV and 0νββ in the MLRSM

1. Real electroweak VEV’s were explicitly or implicitly assumed.

2. MD or MR was chosen without considering the issue of fine-tuning.

3. μ → eee: the type-I contribution was neglected.

Mass matrix construction for real EW VEV’s

CLFV, 0νββ
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Experimental constraints



CLFV



CLFV

2 TeV < mWR < 30 TeV

1. τ decay rates are small compared with 
experimental bounds.

2. Strong/weak linear correlations among μ decay 
BR’s.

3. Both tree-level and type-I contributions should 
be considered for μ → eee.



0νββ



0νββ

2 TeV < mWR < 30 TeV

1. The contribution from ην is dominant since all 
the others are small by themselves or suppressed 
by CLFV constraints.

2. ην is suppressed by the Planck constraint.

3. Consequently, 0νββ is almost unobservable in 
near-future experiments.



EDM’s of charged leptons

2 TeV < mWR < 30 TeV

EDM’s are too small due to the CLFV constraints.



Correlations in the masses of neutrinos and WR

1. A large hierarchy in light neutrino masses generally requires a large hierarchy in heavy neutrino 
masses. (General feature of type-I seesaw, as shown by green dots.)

2. The discovery of light WR and any improved CLFV bounds will largely constrain the parameter space 
of the normal hierarchy.



CLFV and the masses of neutrinos and WR

2 TeV < mWR < 30 TeV

1. The masses of neutrinos and WR have been 
constrained by the experimental bounds on CLFV.

2. Especially, the lightest light neutrino mass mν1

has been constrained from below.



Neutrino masses

2 TeV < mWR < 30 TeV

The lightest heavy neutrino 
mass mN1 has been notably 
constrained.



Neutrino masses



Conclusion

• Procedure to construct lepton mass matrices in the MLRSM of type-I 
dominance with the parity symmetry

• Conditions for the TeV-scale MLRSM without fine-tuning:

• Numerical results (mWR <  30 TeV)
• Light neutrino masses have been constrained from below. (mν1 > 10-3 eV)

• Lightest heavy neutrino masses have been notably constrained.

(e.g. mN1 < a few TeV for mWR = 10 TeV)

• 0νββ processes are found to be too small due to the CLFV and Planck constraints.

• EDM’s of charged leptons are also found to be too small due to the CLFV constraints.


